Virtuous Language Police – an IOPA Tier One Policy Issue.

Polite condemnation of counter-productive language and terminology is an essential aspect of elevating policy discussions.

This is the current Annotated Table of Contents for a planned (~2/3 complete first draft) book, A Virtuous Language Police. Request a chapter draft to comment on. Suggest additional chapters. Some assertive samples: 1) There is no such as ‘Clean Energy;’ 2) We haven’t had a federal budget in over 20 years; and 3) Lives are prolonged, not saved.

Revisit this page, periodically, to observe our progress in this research area. Hopefully, by your next visit, we will have a complete first draft of the book. Like other IOPA products, the second stage is informed, civil disagreement with our initial findings. Conversation forums will deliver further assessment. To be involved in any aspect of the process, e-mail us at: IOPAChief@policytalk.org